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This memo is in response to the FEC letter dated 11/7/2011 with a response due date of 12/12/2011 regarding Club For
Growth Action's 2011 September Monthly Report.

We have gone through the report in question and have made edits to identify the occupation and employer of the selected
donors where we have received updated information from the donor.

Additionally, Club for Growth Action attempts to comply with the FEC "best efforts" rules by the following methods:  All
mail solicitations contain the following disclaimer on the reply form included with the mailing, "Federal Election Law
requires us to request this information: If you provide this information now, you will save Club for Growth Action
substantial administrative costs.  Federal election law requires us to use our best efforts to obtain and report the
name, mailing address, occupation and name of employer for each individual whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar
year.  Occupation_____________ Employer______________".  If the donor has previously supplied us with this information,
we list this in the appropriate space on the form so they can update their information if it has changed.  This same
disclaimer is also included in any email solicitations and present on the donation page of the Club for Growth Action
website.  Responses are entered verbatim.

Further, Club for Growth Action runs confirmation/thank you notes at the end of each week for all donations received
through the mail, fax or phone.  All donors that receive the confirmation note that also have occupation and employer
information that is incomplete, receive a second page requesting the info.  Text on these notes reads, ".  Federal
election law requires us to use our best efforts to obtain and report the name, mailing address, occupation and name of
employer for each individual whose contributions exceed $200 in a calendar year ".  Space is then provided to fill in
any missing donor information.   CFG Action's fax number, mailing address and an email contact are provided for the
convenience of the donor.  The confirmation/thank you notes do not solicit additional contributions to CFG Action and
include pre-addressed return envelopes.  Contributions received through our website are immediately emailed a similar
confirmation note with the same disclaimer, which is automatically generated by the web site as the donation is
processed.

The FECfile software is updated with changes when we receive responses and CFG Action has filed an amendment to its
2011
September Monthly Report which includes updated information.   Going forward, CFG Action  plans to disclose any updated
information provided by contributors using memo entries on Schedule A of its next regularly scheduled report.
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